Real Women Have Hair

a game of strategy and understanding
by Noorin Dorosti

The Point System Cont.
If black, red, or white hairs are remaining in any of the
danger zones, the number of black hairs is doubled in
counting there fore doubling the amount of points that
are being subtracted.

Danger Zones

The Goal of the Game
The goal of the game is to remove the most body hair
without being to expensive or to painful.

Game Pieces

The Point System

The 10 pain coins are given to the player who is doing
the hair removal.

If there are black hairs left on the board at the end of 10
rounds, the hair remover gets -1 point for every black
hair remaining.
If there are red hairs left on the board at the end of 10
rounds, the hair remover gets -2 points for every red
hair remaining.

The 10 money coins are also given to the player who is
doing the hair removal.

If there are white hairs left on the board at the end of 10
rounds, the hair remover gets -3 points for every white
hair remaining.
If there are pain coins left at the end of 10 rounds, the
hair remover gets +10 for every pain coin remaining.

The tweezers, thread, RED hairs and WHITE hairs are
also given to the player who is doing the hair removal.

The BLACK hairs are given to the player who is placing the hair ont he body board.

If there are money coins left at the end of 10 rounds, the
hair remover gets +10 for every mone coin remaining.
HOWEVER, if there are hairs remainging in danger
zones, more points are taken away (see following page).

Turn Structure Cont.
Methods of removal:
Threading has some pain but is a cheap way to remove
hair. If the hair remover chooses to thread, they must
give up one pain coin and one money coin. However,
they must use the thread (putting the thread in both
hands) to remove the hairs. After 1 more whole round,
the hair placer can add 10 hairs to the body board (Because threaded hairs eventually grow back).
Bleaching is a cheap and painless way to remove hair. If
the hair remover chooses to bleach hairs, he or she must
one by one remove the black hairs and replace them
with white hairs.
Waxing is a painful and semi-expensive way to remove
hair, however, it lasts a long time! If a hair remover
chooses to wax, he or she can use both hands to remove
as many hairs as he or she can. However, this also
causes redness. The black hairs must be replaced with
red hairs. Also, if the hair remover choses to wax, he
or she must give up 6 pain coins and 6 money coins.
However, it isn’t until 3 whole rounds later that the
hair placer can add 10 hairs to the body board (because
waxed hairs eventually grow back).

Quick Start
The body board is placed in the middle fo the table.
The black hairs are given to the first player who will
be placing the hairs anywhere he or she desires on the
board. The WHITE hairs and RED hairs, tweezers and
thread, and the pain coins and money coins are given
to the player who is dong the hair removal on the body
board.

Turn Structure
This is a two player game. The players are dived into
the hair rmover (the player who will be removing the
hair) and the hair placer (the player who will be placing
hte hair ont he body board).
The hair placer begins the game. This player has five
minutes (use a phone or a timer to countdown) to place
only the BLACK hairs on the body board, wherever
they want (note, some places are better to fill up becuase it will be harder for the hair remover to get rid of
these hairs). The goal fo the hair placer, is to make the
hair remover’s life hard and make it so they are unable
to remove all of the hairs on the body board.
After five minutes has passed and the hair placer has
finished with his or her turn, it is now the hair remover’s
turn to play the game. The hair remover’s goal is to
remove as much hair on the board without causing too
much pain or spending too much money. The player
has seven options in removing the hair (see following
page). There are 5 rounds in this players turn. Each
round consists of 1 minute intervals. In each 1 minute
interval, the player chooses one of the 7 seven methods
of hair removal. He or she uses this method for 1 minute to remove as much hair from the body board as he
or she can. Once 1 minute is over, the player must pick
another option of hair removal, no methods can be used
more than once. After 5 rounds of 1 minute intervals are
over, the points are counted (see following page). Once
the points are counted, the hair remover and the hair
placer switch roles and the same process is started over
until the points are counted again. The player with the
highest amount of points wins the game.

Turn Structure Cont.
Methods of removal:
Lasering is permanent and is therefore really useful in
the game! However, it is very painful and expensive. If
the player chooses to laser, he or she must use 8 money
coins and 8 pain coins. Although, this is expensive and
painful, the hair will not grow back in the end. The
lasering can only be done with one hand and by pulling
out one hair at a time.
Shaving is a fast, painless, and cheap way to remove
hair! However, the hair will grow back thicker and faster.
So, if a hair remover chooses to use shaving, in the
following round after the shaving round, the hair placer
can add hair to the body board while the hair remover is
using a new method to remove hair. With this method,
the hair remover can use both hands while removing
hair, and can grab more than one hair at a time.
Tweezing is a slow but has little pain and is a cheap way
to remove hair! If the hair remover chooses to use the
tweezers to remove hair, he or she must pluck the hairs
one by one. However, this only costs one pain coin and
one money coin. If tweezing is used, one more whole
round later, the hair placer can add 10 hairs to the body
board (becasue tweezed hairs eventually grows back).
Nair is a painless and cheap way to remove hair.
However, nair is a chemical and can cause redness! If
you choose to nair, you must one-by-one remove the
black hairs and replace them with red hairs. Also, 2
more whole rounds, the hair placer can add 10 hairs to
the body board (because naired hairs eventually grow
back).

